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AE:RODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL BURN PRESSURE-FED




Various space shuttle ascent configurations were tested in the
MDAC Aerophysics 4 x 4 Ft. Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The models were 0.6
percent scale. The ascent configurations consisted of a NASA/MSC
040A orbiter in combination with various HO centerline tank and boos-
ter geometries. The purposes of the tests were to determine the aero-
dynamics of the ascent configurations, the aerodynamic interference
between components and its effect on orbiter aerodynamics, and to
determine orbiter aileron effectiveness.
The model was sting mounted with either a single internal balance
(in the orbiter HO tank) or dual internal balances (one in the orbiter
and one in the orbiter HO tank). With the dual balance setup, three
types of runs were made; one with tank alone on the tank balance, one
with tank and two attached boosters on the tank balance, and one with
the tank and one booster attached on the tank balance and the other
booster isolated on a separate sting but in proximity to the tank and
orbiter. In addition to the 6-component force and moment balance data,
base pressure data were taken for the boosters, the tank and the orbiter.
Angle of attack data included a sweeps at 0° and 6° p (the latter in-
volving a knuckle change) and p sweeps at 0° and 6° a. Through the use
of a remote roll device it was usually possible to get both an a sweep
and a p sweep in a single run.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)






Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tanks Tl and T2
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T3
Ascent confi~rationswith centerline
'-I" HO tank T41.' _
Ascent configuration plume studies
and configuration buildup




















speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl - p=)/q
Mach number; Via
pressure; N/m2, psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf






angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis










































CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb









fore body drag coefficient; CD - C~
side-force coefficient· side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pltchine mOment
QS1RF2































aileron, total aileron Ideflection angle,
degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left;
degrees
arf RUDFLR rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,
left split rudder trailing edge left and
right split rudder trailing edge right,




The wind tunnel models were 0.6 percent scale models and included one
orbiter configuration, four tank configurations, and seven booster configu-
rations. The orbiter centerline HO propellant tanks included variations in
diameter (302 and 325 in.), nose cone angle (100 and 150 ), and axial position
(120 inch travel). Of the boosters, three were solid rocket motors with the
remainder being pressure fed boosters. The pressure fed boosters included
variations in diameter (206 and 248 inch), nose cone angle (150 and 200 ) and
base flare (50 and 150 ). The solid rocket motors included variations in
diameter (156 and 120 in.) and base flare (00 and 150 ) for the 156 in. motor.
In additio~ simulated rocket plumes were tested at M = 1.5 and 2.2 for
both pressure fed and solid .rocket motor boosters. These plumes were made up
of three solid aluminum bodies each of which represented an envelope of in-
dividual engine plumes for the orbiter and each booster. These envelopes
were generated by taking the outermost plume boundary of the outermost engine
for each component and rotating this boundary about the null thrust vector
of the component (orbiter or booster). The individual engine plumes were
generated at MSC with the plume boundary defined by a method of characteris- .
tics solution with the flow field originating at the exit plane, and the
effects of the external flow on the boundary calculated by Newtonian impact
theory.
_ _The _coP:tours of the va~~~u~_P~Ll1I!~s tes_ted_~!,~ _d~fiIle<i i,n Table 4and
Figure 43 through 46. The matrix of plume testing was as follows:
CONFIGURATION BOOSTER PWME ORBITER PWME M.rEsT
--
01T1Bl LOX/PROP M = 2.5 4 ENG. J2S M = 2.5 2.2
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1. 5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 1.5
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1.5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 2.2
°lT3B6 156" SRM M = 1. 5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
O:LT3B6 156" SRM M = 2.2 3 ENG. RiPc M = 2.2 2.2
01T4B'JAl-4 120" SRM M = 1.5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
O1T4B'JAl-4 120" SRM M = 2.2 3 ENG. HiPc M = 2.2 2.2
7














































Canopy Off (Replaces CO)
Description
Tank complete
Tank complete at an alternate position with






Thrust vectoring fuel tank for B7
Description
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M =1.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.2
8
TEST FACILITY
The MDAL 4' Trisonic Wind Tunnel facility is a blowdown type operation
capable of Mach nqrnbers of 0.2 to 5.0 and Reynolds numbers from approximately
1 x 106 to 2 x 106 per inch. The subsonic and transonic Mach numbers are
run in a porous wall test section which is removed for supersonic testing.
The supersonic test section utilizes a two dimensional flexible plate nozzle
to obtain Mach numbers 1.5 to 5.0. The models are mounted on a sting that
is supported from a vertical translating strut with a vertical plane rotating
pod having a pitch range of -150 to +250 when no offset adapters are present.
MODELS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The test models with all of their interchangeable component parts were
0.60 percent of full scale.
The orbiter model had a blended body contoured into a low delta wing.
Effects of orbiter position and booster relative to the tank was investigated
at two longitudinal locations on the tank (nominal and aft). The orbiter and
boosters can be bolted to the tank (Tl) in both nominal and aft positions as
well as independently mounted from the tank. For the bolted orbiter case, the
orbiter balance was inoperative and there were no force or moment data for the
orbiter.
Effects of the orbiter control surfaces and control surface deflections
were investigated for elevons, ailerons, and rudder with the surfaces de-
flected and undeflected.
Transition strips of No. 120 carborundum grit were used to insure boundary
layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow. These strips were 3/32 inches
wide and were located 3/4 inches aft of the orbiter nose, 1/2 inch aft of .
the booster nose, 1/2 inch aft of the tank nose, and at 5 percent local chord
(both surfaces) on the wings, vertical tails and fins.
To achieve the required test angles of attack and sideslip two straight
balance adapters were used in combination with the MDAL 6 degree sting adap-
ter. A straight sting section positioned the model properly in the test
section.
Pressure data for the orbiter, tank or the booster were obtained from
base and balance cavity pressure pickups that were cantilevered off the
sting. Leads for these pickups were routed externally over the model support
system and into the tunnel strut. The boosters in the presence of the tank
each had a base pressure pickup.
9
DATA REDUCTION
The data are corrected for such factors as model tares, sting bending
and balance deflections, interactions, and bilinearities.
Composite Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using its
reference dimensions and about the tank MRP, using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
~. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
3. A summation of the orbiter (tank MRP) and tank (tank MRP) data
with all data corrected for angular attitudes to the tank body
axes.
Orbiter Alone Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for
lateral).
Tank Alone Configurations
1. "The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions.
Booster Alone Configurations
1. The booster data were reduced about the booster MRP using
the orbiter reference dimensions.
Ascent configuration composite tank MRP data, orbiter alone data, tank
alone data and booster alone data are presented in this report, with the
remaining data on file and available upon request.




































See Figures 13 & 15
Total Base (AB)/Tank Tl - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T2 - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T3 - 518 Ft2 2.613 In2
T4
















See Figures 13 & 16 through 19
DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED)
Areas:
Total Base (AB)/Booster Bl 901.0 Ft2 4.539 lri2
BlS1 - 2125 pt2 11.0093 In2
B1S2 - 4785 pt2 24.7887 In2
B2 137.8 Ft2 0.694 In2
B2S 428 pt2 2.158 In2
B3 902 Ft2 4.545 In2
B4 568 pt2 2.865 In2
B5 557 pt2 2.883 In2
B6 95.4 Ft2 0.481 In2





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per __(i~~!U _____ (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.4 0.50 x lOb 3.3 53
0.6 0.8~ x 106 7.6 47
0.7 0.74 x 106 7.8 68
o.g 0.7g x 1cP 10.0 so
0·95 0.67 x 106 8.8 53
1.05 0.69 x 106 9.5 50
1.1 0.69 x 1cP 9.8 52
1.5 0.63 x 1cP 10.0 55 .
2.2 0.63 x 1cP 9·9 68
2.2'1 0.94 x 1cP 14.0 52
2~5 0.66 x 1cP 10.~ gl
















TEST CONDITI ONS (CONTINUED)
BALANCES UTILIZED
Several balances were required during the test. Listed below are the




3/4" D. 1" D.
Runs 1-10 #7 DAL #13 NAR
Runs 11-113 #13 NAR
Runs 114-184 #5 DAL
Runs 185-197 #13 NAR
Runs 198-270 #58 DAL #13 NAR
Runs 271-420 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 421-424 #11 DAL
Runs 425-459 #11 DAL
Runs 460-474 #11 DAL
Runs 475-569 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 570-646 #11 DAL
Balance MIC. 31A MIC. 2A MIC. 10 :MIC. 7 MIC. 3<;
3/4" D.#! DAL 3/4" D. #5 DAL 3/4" D. #58 DAL 1" D. #13 NAR 1" D. #11 DAL
Gage Capacity
NF (each) 100 lb. 100 lb. 100 lb. 500 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
SF (each) 100 lb. 50 lb. 100 lb. 300 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
AF 80 lb. 25 lb. 50 lb. 500 lb. 150 lb.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-.._..~ .. " .
TABLE· 3. MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPrIONS
'\
flr)DEL COMPO~NT: ,;;;,;BO;;;:;D;.:.Y B..:;::1~)r...::;8;a.2. \_· _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 040A Orbiter Body







Max. Depth , inch
Fineness Ratio
Areas, inch



















. .. _..... '." ,'''' . ".. ~
..... " .. '
..•• " ····7··:··· '.- •.•.





. 21. 546 in.

































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip. (equivalent) (y = 441)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 t·lAC


























































Fus. Sta. of .25 NAC
W.P. of .25 Nt'C


























TABLE 3~ (CONTINUED )
.. . ..
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWING NUHBER: JLP SDD 9 -24-71
'-.
DIMENSIONS: (FOR BOTH ELEVONS)
Area
Span (equivalent), INCH
Inb'd equivalent chord , I~CB
Outb'd equivalent chord , I~CH
Ratio movable surface chordl
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. c~ord
A~ Outb"d equiv. chord




































TABLE· 3. {COWr;I::Nu'ED)" '. "
VERTICAL nN. vt
"





























Lead i n9 Edge '






Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC


















































Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC











, ,~ TABLE 3. ( coNTINUBD )







. ,. --- ._---~-
JLP SDD 9 -24-71
".". ".










lnb'd equivalent chord , I~\CH
O"&Jtb'd equivalent chorr! , I:~CR
Ratio ffiovat1e surface chord!
total'surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
A~ Outb'd equiv. chord

























29.1 .' . a
.145 ~n.3
....
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COl·:rO:iWT: VI: RTI U\L TM t. - V2·-----~-------------






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
HAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 HAC
W.P. of .25 HAC



















Fus. S~a. of .25 M~C
H.P. of .25 :·I,\C











































181 ft2 2.939 in
--_.._-
346 1n 2.073 in
115 ;n .691 in
36 in .217 in
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord










•,--K)oa COfriJ)ONENT-: BOO'l - ACPS ENG~ POl) PI
GEIIERAL O£SCRIPTIOrl: Blunt pod Inoanted onl: b'oth wing" tips..-· ".










































































.. TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COt-IPONENT: BODY - HO Ta._n_k_-_T~2 . .,.---..:...- _
GENErAL DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
acone : 10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
Diameter at base II 274 in. full-scale.























MODEL CONPONENT: BODY - HO Tank - T).
GENERI'\L OESeR IPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
,-----------
acone =15°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.










1867 in. 11. 205 in.
301 in. 1.806 in.







494. ft2 2.562 ;n. 2
2.125 ;n. 2
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
r-tJDEL CO.~1PONENT: BODY ..:....-_H.....O..,.-._Ta_n_k._-_T-J3~ _
I
e cone =10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.























~.959 . 2in •.
Base 22.613 in.
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: .;;..BO~D...;.,.Y_---:.;.HO.;;..--.;.T;..;.;AN.;.;..K;....- T~41-- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Blunt Cone-Cylinder Centerline Tank with Aft Boat Tail




























TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: TANK VENTRAL FIN, F1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single Fin Mounted on Tank, T4•
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
337 Ft. 2 21.747 In.
237 In. 1.420 In.
323 In. 1.940 In.
87 In. 0.• 520 In.









At Inbld equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
leading Edge
Tai 1i ng Edge
Hingeline






TABLE 3. . (C<>NTIlIDED)
l~DEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster, 81
GENERAL DESCRIPl ION: Parallel burn version of recoverable pressure-fed booster'
(RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder "lith afterbody flare. acone - 20°. Sflare = 15°.









































'. 1799 In. 10.792 In.
206 In. 1.236 In.










21 200 In ,
11.0093 In. 2












'1799 In • 10.792 In.
206 In. 1.236 In.








24 7887 In. 2
'TABLE 3. (CONTINUED)







































: TABLE 3. .(CONTINUED)
~1ODEL C0l1PONENT: BODY - Booster - B,S
·GENERAL DESCRIPTION:









FULL-Sc,o,L E MODEL SCALE
---_.-
-lllU..n.-- 1o. 633.~_i.n.....
] 56 in. 0.936 in.





Base (Flare) 2.158 in. 2
iNODEl COM?OrlENT: BODY - ~~oster_"'_',_B.}..3 ~--
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recoverable pressure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with afterbody flare. ? cone =15°.


























TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
f()DEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booste." - B4 -------_.._-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burr. vet'sicn of recoverable pressure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with afterbody flare. 9cone· 20°.
e flare = 5°. Nose radius = 22 in. full scale.
56
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single fin mounted on each B4 booster flare.
Roll-out angle is 45° down. Fin has no movable surface.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:
Area (exposed olanform, 1 fin)





At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




















HODEL COHPONENT: CODY - Boost~_~, _
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOH: Pressure-Fed Booster-=-=~:.=-:...----:-----------
DRA\H NG NU:'lBER:
DHtENSIONS: FULL-SCALE HODEL SCALE
length 1799 In. 10.792 In.
Dia. Bpqy" 206 In. 1.236 In .
..
Ma~,. Dia. Flare 319.3 In. 1.916 In .
..
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Hax. CrQss-Sectional (Body) 231 Ft2 1.200 In. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base (Flare) 557 Ft2 2 88 2In.
..
58
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -.,..Booster•.B!.!.l6~ _























































TABLE 3. >( bONCWDED )






Max... Di a. :F1 are























0, (3 Eng. -HiPe)
re = 92.5 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re x/re rit'e
0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.0
0.5 1.17 0.5 1.23 0.5 1.0
1.0 1.22 1.0 1.48 1.0 1.0
1.5 1.23 1.5 1.70 1.5 1.0





re = 118 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.33 0.5 1.10
1.0 1.62 1.0 1.20
1.5 1.88 1.5 1.26
2.0 2.13 2.0 1.33 .
2.5 2.33 2.~ 1.41
3.0 2.51 3.0 1.47
4.0 2.84 4.0 1.57
5.0 3.12 5.0 1.62
6.0 3.35 6.0 1.65
7.0 3.55 7.0 1.66










Bl O:L (4 Eng. -J2S)
r e = 187 in. r e = 89 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.34 0.5 1.21
1.0 1.53 1.0 1.34
1.5 1.77 1.5 1.46
2.0 1.91 2.0 1.56
2.5 2.03 2.5 1.61
3.0 2.13 3.0 1.67
4.0 2.30 4.0 1.71
5.0 2.30 5.0 1.75
6.0 2.23
..lL
M = 1.5 M = 2.2
re = 60 in. re = 60. in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.026 1.01 0.04 1.02
0.100 1.05 0.17 1.09
0.240 1.10 0.23 1.12
0.320 1.14 0.30 1.16
0.430 1.18 0.38 1.20
0.680 1.27 0.48 1.24
1.000 1.34 0.58 1.29
1.400 1.50 0.70 1.34
1.870 1.61 0.83 1.40
2.430 1.72 1.13 1.52
3.410 1.87 1.30 1.60
4.150 1.94 1.69 1.73
4.970 1.98 2.13 1.87
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Tank, Left Booster Independently Supported)
Tunnel Installation for the OBT Configuration-
Pitch Series (Left and Right Booster
Independently Supported)
Tunnel Installation for the OBT Configuration
With 60 Sideslip Angle-Pitch Series (Boosters
Fixed to Centerline Tank)
Tunnel Installation for the OBT Configuration
With 00 Angle of Attack-Yaw Series (Boosters

















INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES (CONTINUED)
Tunnel Installation for the OBT Configuration
With 60 Angle of Attack-Yaw Series (Boosters




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6. (CONCWDED )
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) - CN, CA, CAF, CIM, CL & CDF YB. ALPHA.
CN & CL YB. CIM, CL & CLSQR YB. CDF
(B) - CY, cm & CBL YB. ALPHA.
(C) - CY, cm, CBL & CAF YB. BETA
(D) - CY, cm, CBL YB. BETA
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v:~ - r/\WiEH AHP.A (.'mn~EiU,nJE vr~HTICAL TAIL ArID RUDDER
_.-.---
F.8. 7.590
28 = 2.514 in
v
b =2.215 in
C = 1.239 in
AR = 1.95
I
.\ CR = 1.']28 in
CT = 0.542 in
A • 0·310
A = 450I.E .





Note: All dirncn:;I.11llo nrc n:oucl Genic in inches.
Figure 25. Vertical Fin and.EuddeJO, V2
• . ""'1'·' . •
11'
ACPS £NGINE POD PI
NOTES:
I.ALL [;fM::N$I::;OVS /t.e.:: IN
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -.
- 4 - z o z 4 • 8 10 12
~';TA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(00?~T4) C) MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OIIT3Bl
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MAC!i:i 2.20 PAGE 3
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A81 BOOSTER ON (01)T381 AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'IG.URATION DESCRIPTION
(0074741 C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG.1 (01)T3Bl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET· SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(0074741 0 MOAC S~222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (011T3Bl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lDD7474) C1 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 101)T~e1
lCD7477) IS MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01) T3B1L (B1R)
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OATA SET,SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CDD7474 l; 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-C~l COll TllBI
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OATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3B1













































































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) (01'T3Bl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lDD?4?4) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) COl)T3Bl
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T3Bl AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD74741 r.1 MDAe S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T3Bl















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IolDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C011T3B1
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COllT3B1LCB1RI
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A81 BDDSTER ON (01)1381 AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T3Bl AT BETA = 0
-.7-.a-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.3
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) Cl MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) COllT3Bl
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T381 AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T3Bl AT BETA = 0
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OATA SET SYMBOL C6NFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-C~) COli T3Bl
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-4 -2 0 2 4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFl~URATION OESCRIPTION
(007474) C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSlTECT-C~) (01)T3B1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) Cl MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) (OI>T3Bl
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01lT3Bl AT BETA =0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(0074741 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01lT3Bl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(OD7474) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) (OllT3Bl



















ZMRP 200 .0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 28
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T3Bl AT BETA =0
1.41.21.11.00.90.80.7a ••0.50.4o.a0.20.1












































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SEi SYMBOL CONFIG<URATION DESCRIPTION
lDD?4?4) n MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-Cc;.) (01)T3B1
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A81 800STER ON (01)T381 AT BETA = 0
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T391 AT BETA =0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABl BOOSTER ON (01)T3Bl AT BETA = 0
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) C) MOAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI C01lT3B1
















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.10.05.00-.05
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T3B1
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI (01)T3B1LCB1RI
-.10
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS DF A81 BODSTER ON (01)1381 AT BETA =0
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
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OATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION·DESCRIPTION
(007474) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) COli T3Bl
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007474) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-C~i (OllT3Bl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7476) Cl MDAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CG) IOllT3B1
ICD7479) n MDAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CGl C01lT3B1LlB1R)
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DATA seT S'"BOL CONFIGURATION DeSCRIPTION
(CD7476I 0 "DAC S-222 Ca1POSrTECT-CGI C01113B1
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CONFI~URATION OESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 CONI'OSnE(T-C~1 (OIIT3Bl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4?6)' CJ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l C01lT3B1
CCD7479) ZI MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l C01lT3B1LCBtRl
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.2
-1.4.1\
•? •• .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.. -.?
DATA SET ,YMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7476) - () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T3Bl
ICD7479) II MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (OIIT3B1LlB1RI
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DATA SET, SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74761: 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOllT3Bl
ICD7479I" ZS MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I011T3B1LlB1Rl
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-.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .40 .45 .50 .55 .&0
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7476) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) (01) T3Bl
(CD7479) n MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) (01) T3B1L (B1R)
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4
.8 .7 •• .S .4 .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.. -.7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7476I C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T3Bl
(CD7479I ZI MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (011T3BILlB1Rl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ED7474) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3Bl
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DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C£07474 i 0 ~DAC S-222 COfoIPOSITE CT-CGI (01 I T3B1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
<ED7474), 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTElT-CG) I011T3B1
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B1
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI lOll T3B1L lB1R)
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DATA SET~YMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(11=07474 I 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOSlTECT-CGI COllT3Bl
(RD7477I ZS MDAC 5-222 COMPOSlTECT-CGI COllT3B1LCB1Rl
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• a 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CR07475) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSIT£CT-CG) COllUBl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lRD7475 I C'l MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGl 101 I nB1
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YMRP , 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP . 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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DATA SET: SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7475I 0 MDAC S~222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01lT391
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7475I Cl MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (01lT3Bl
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REFERENCE INFOR~ATIONDATA sET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74821 Cl ~DAC 5-222 COMPOS I TE (T-CGI COl" T3B2
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(CD7482) 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-C~) (01) 13B2
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DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7482) C) ~DAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-C~) (01)T3B2
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(CD7482) Cl MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) 101lT3B2
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DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATtON DESCRIPTtON
ICD7482I 0 ~DAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 C011T3B2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lCD7482' ; () "CAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG' 101'T3B2
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DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~UP.ATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74821 C) MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l COtlT3B2
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 1011T3B2
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DATA SET SYMBOL
CC07482I 0
CC07484 I . II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI COllT3B2
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I CD7484 ) j II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) 101 I T3B2
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (01)T3B2
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DATA SET SY.MBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74821 ;C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3B2
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA =0
1.21.00.90.80.7o.e0.50.40.50.20.1
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1.41.51.21.11.00.90.80."o.eO.S0.40.50.20.1
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (OllT3B2 AT BETA =0 .







































-.lb.D 0.1 0.2 D.S 0.4 O.S o.e D.? 0.8 0.9 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER
(CD.,482 ) :~ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01) nB2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000(CD.,484 ) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01) nB2L (B2R) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1.1 1.2 1.4
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA =0
.80.55.50.45.40.25.20.15.10.05.00-.05-.10
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1·..:t. ts -.tD -.05 .DD .05 .to .ts .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .S5 ••0
DATA SET SYMBOl.. CONF"IGoURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7482) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGo) (01)T3B2














































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.SO.05.00-.05-.SO
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA =0

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7482I C) MDAC S-222 COHPOsiTEIT-CGI (01)T3B2
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1.4
-.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .50 .55 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD7482 I Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGI lOti T3B2



















ZMRP 2ol;l .0004 IN.
SCALE a.ootlo



























PITCHING M~MENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S.8
CONFt~UR"TION DESCRIPTION
MD"c S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (01)T3B2
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (01) T3B2L CB2R)
..,
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 AT BETA =0
















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. elM
.4.5••• ?
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (011T3B2 AT BETA =0





































DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7482I C) ~DAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 I01lT5B2












































.3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5••
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3B2
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (01) T3B2L lB2Rl
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 AT BETA =0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74821 'n MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGl (01113B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4-.-.-10
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRC7482I C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01lT3B2
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A82 8DOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA = 0
S2so8•-~ -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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ALPHA. DEGREES
• • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOl.. CONFI~URATIoN DESCRIPTION
(RD74821 C) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 AT BETA = 0
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I RD74821 .. Cl
IRD7484I ZS
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (OI)T3B2
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ALPHA. DEGREES •
a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRD7482) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CCO) (01 I T3B2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74821 C) MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 AT BETA = 0
S2soee42a
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl..
(RD74821 0
(RD7484 I I ZS
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l <011T3B2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7~82) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OI)T3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)1382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA - a
1210a•42o- 2- 4-.- a-10










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
r RD7483 I n MDAC 5-222 COMPOS tTE IT-CGl 101 I T3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
S2soe•- 4 - 2 024
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- e- e-so







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD7483) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (011T3B2
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
t2toa•42o- 2- 4-.- a-to
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a2ao8•42a- 2- 4-.-.-ao




















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7483) 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSlTE(T-C~)(01)nB2
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1210842a- 2- 4- 8- 8-10
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0











































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7483) n "DAC S-222 COIo4POStTE (T-C(;) (01) nB2
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7483' C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (01)T3B2
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
II!108•2o- 2- 4-.- .,-10
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
( CD7483) Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-C~) (01) T3B2
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BDOSTER ON (01)T382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA: 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A82 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B2 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
1210aa42a
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
(CD7485) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-C~) (01) T3B2
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB2 BOOSTER ON (01)T382 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC0748;') Ll MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) 101)T3B2


















YMRP 0 • DODO 11'1.
ZMRP ZOO.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .90 PAGE 166
1210ee42o
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DES~RIPTION
(CD7483) C) HDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B2
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1210e842o
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOl MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
a 1.507 BETA 0.000 AILRON
£LEVTR 0.000 RUDDER











































LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA =0
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 0113B2 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
SYMBOl. IoIACH PARAIoIETR Ie VALUES
() 1.507 BETA 0.000 AILRON
ELEVTR 0.000 RUDDER







XIoIRP 55" .0004 IN.
YIoIRP 0.0000 IN.
%MRP 200. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MOAC 5-222 COMP05ITECT-CG) 01T382 CC07S18) 18 5EP 72 PAGE 172
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 1.507 BETA 0.000 AILRON
ELEVTR 0.000 RUDDER
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA = 0









































O.S 0.2 o.a 0.4 0.5 0 •• 0.7 0 •• 0.9 S.O S.S S.2 s.a S.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
o 1.507 BETA 0.000 AILRON
~EVTR 0.000 RUDDER


























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA = 0






























DATA HIST. CODE MVTV
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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DATA MIST. CODE MVTV
SYMBOl. MAtH














SCALE 0 • oDeD
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA =S
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA =6
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ZMRP 200 .0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T382 CCD751S) 18 SEP 72 PAGE
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA =S
12108•42o- 2- 4-.- 8-10
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ZMRP ZOO. 0004 IN.
SCALE - 0.0060
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA HIST. CODE HVTV
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 8.000 AILRON
ELEVTR 0 • 000 RUDDER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
















SREF 3155 .3040 SQ.FT.
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t.4t.St.2t.tt.o0.90.80.80.50.4o.a0.2o.t
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA =6


























































SREF 3155.3040 SQ. FT.
LREF 809. 5004 IN.
BREF 882.0004 IN.























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA =6
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T3B2 AT BETA =6
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION 01T382 AT BETA =6
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 100nB3
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:lONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LDNGITUDINAL EFFECTS DF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)1383 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFt~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
(0074881 C) M04C S-222 CONPOStTE(T-C~1 (Ol)T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =0
12108..
-4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- ..
- 8-10
. . . • . . ... . . . . . • "r~-'



























































DATA SET SYMBa.. COfolFtGURATtON DESCRIPTtON
(DD7488I n "OAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (011 nBII



















ZMRP 200 .0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 1.10 PAGE 196
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.05





MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI 101 I T3B3
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- e -4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
e 8 10 12
p.UA SEt SYHIlOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0074881 r.1 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) COl)T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
12108•42.a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1007488 ) £:) MOAC 5-222 COMPOS I TE IT-CG) 101> T3B3





















MACH .so PAGE ss
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (011T383 AT BETA =0
S2so•e42o- 2- 4-.-.-so





































































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T383
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"fOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3






















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =0
10882o
- 2- 4-.- 8-10



































































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~I (01)T3B3
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) I011T3B3
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.LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =0
1210II•2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4 - 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
-.- e-10








































































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-CG) 101 I TlB3
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lDNGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)1383 AT BETA = 0
ALPHA. DEGREES
























































MDAC S~222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (01)T3B3
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S2soe41
-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 41- e-so




















































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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l.ONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
-."-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.2.3
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.4.5••












































DATA SE~'SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(0074881 C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C011T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (61)13B3 AT BETA = 0
-.7-..
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MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (OIIT3B3
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MDAC S-222 COMPOS I T£ IT-C~) (01) T3B3
















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S.S
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOllT3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (OllT3B3AT BETA =0











































-12 -to -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • to 12
OATA SET SYMBOL
. 1007488 I Cl
1007491 I ZI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSIT£IT-CGI (011T3B3
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (OI)T3B3
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108•4o- 2- 48810












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CDD7488) 0 MDAC a-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011nB3




















SCALE O. 00aD '
MACH 2.20 PAGE 213
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
S2ta••..2a- 2- ..-.-.-sa
. . . . . . . . . . . . . •
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I4DlIC S-222 COI4POSlTE(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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12to••2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4 - 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
-.-.-10
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"'DAC 1-222 CONPOSITE CT-C~I COli T3B3
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-4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- IS- 8-10
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
IolDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T3B3
HOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01) T3B3L lB3Rl
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- 8 -. -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• .8 to t2
DATA SET SYMBOL
(007488 I ' 0
(007491 I z:s
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT3B3
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.,
-LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
II!toII•-4 -e a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to







































MOAC S-222 COMPOsrTEIT-C~) (01)T3B3
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1.41.S. 1.21.11.00.9 .0.80.7a••0.50.4o.s0.20.1
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL cdNFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) I C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSIT£(T-C~) (01)T383
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 B66STER ON (01)13B3 AT BETA =0
















































0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0 •• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
D4T4 SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) C) HDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) COI)T3B3
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1.4I.S1.21.11.00.90 ••D.?0.'D.S0.4D.S0.20.1

































MOAC 5-222 COMPOSIT£CT-CGI COllT3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
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MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CG) (OI)T3B3
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••0.55.50.45.40.35.30.25.20.15.10.05.00-.05-.10













































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.10.05.00-.05
CONFI~ATION DESCRIPTION
NOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
NOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01) T3B3L CB3R)
-.10
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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-0.8







































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.sa
-.0' .00 .0' .sa .20 .2' .30 .3' .40 .4' .'0
." .ea
DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
10074881. C) MOAC 8-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
.60.55.50.45.40.a5.ao.25.20.15.10.05.00-.05-.10








































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET ,YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD?488) ,C) MDAC $-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (Ol)T3B3
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-.?-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.3.4.5••










































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMeOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD7488) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3e3
























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =0
-."-..-.S-.4-.3-.2-.1.a.1.2.S••


































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) MO~C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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-..-.5-.4-.S-.2-.1.0.1.2.S.4.5••.'P









































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET ..sYMBOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) '. £:) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) 1011 T3BS
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
-.7-.1I-.S-.4
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'CD7493 I , II
(CD7494 I <>
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 1011T3B3
MDAC 8-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 1011 T3B3L lB3Rl
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74!10) Cl MCAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-C~) (01 I T3B3
(CD7493) II MCAC S-222 COMPOSI TE IT-C~1 (01 I T3B3L (B3R I
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =6
12to••42o- 2- 4-.-.-to
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD749D) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
(CD7493I ZI MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01 I T3B3l (B3RI


























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =6
121088
-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10






























































DATA SET $YHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74901 I C) HDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (011T3B3
(CD749~1 II HDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (011T3B3L(B3Rl
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-.7-..-.S-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.3.4.5••.7




















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI C011T3B3
MDAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE CT-CGI (011 T3B3L CB3RI
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01]13B3 AT BETA =6
1210a•42o- 2-4-.'- a-10












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04TA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74901 Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (011T3B3
(CD7493I ZI MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (011 T3B3L (B3Rl
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- 8 -. -4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
8 10 12
D4TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74901 . 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOllT3B3
ICD74931 II MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011 T3B3L IB3R)
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 AT BETA =6
I I I • .... .... .... .... . . -r,


















































-.1\.0 0.1 0.2 o.a 0 •• 0.5 0 •• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
D~T~ SET S~"BOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(CD7490 I n "D~C S-222 COI'IPOS ITE (T-CGI (01) T3Ba
(CD7493 I II "D~C $-222 COI'IPOSITE (T-CG) (01) T3B3L lB3R)


























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =6















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l C011T3B3
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l COil T3B3L CBaRl
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =6
-.?-.e-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.3.4.5.e.?








































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
04T4 SET SY"BOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CC07490) C'l "04C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (OllTaBa
CC07493) II "04C S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) (01) TaBal (BaR)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK.





DATA SEr SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IED7488' C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~' 101'T3B3.
























i.ATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
1210ae2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4 - 2 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
- e- a-10
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DATA SET 8Y"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(£074881 C) "OAC 8-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T3B3




















ZMRP 200 .0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080
MAC:H 1.10 PAGE 242
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3B3
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (Dl)T383 AT BETA = 0
1210IIII2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4 - 2 .0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
- II- II-10
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~' (01'T3B3
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.11
•10
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
• • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(ED74881 ,(1 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011T3B3
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BO~STER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
12soa4Ita
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01lT3B3
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- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e 10 12
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CED74881 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C011T3B3
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- a - e - .. - 2 a 2 ..
ALPHA. DEGREES
e a 10 12
D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION D£SCRIPTION
(ED7488) C1 MD~C S-222 COMPOSIT£(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4TA 5£T~YMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(£D7488) ,Cl MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (OI)T3B3
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (OllT3B3 AT BETA = 0
12108842o
- 2- ..- 8- 8-10
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MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-C~l C011T3B3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
'(£074881 C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01)T3B3
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
12108842o
- 2- 4- 8- 8-10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(ED7488I C) ~DAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~' (01'T3B3
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MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 1011T3B3
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 1011 T3B3L lB3RI
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MOAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI COllTllB3
MOAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGl (Oil T3B3L CB3Rl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 10 12
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74901 C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T3B3
IRD7493I ZI MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3B3LIB3R)
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
1210••2o- 2- 4-.- II-10

















































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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- It - It - 4 - 2 024
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
It It 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7489) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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tLATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4S91 C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIIT3B3
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- 8 -. -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES •
e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7489l C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01lT3B3
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T3B3 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
108842o
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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12108•..Ito- It- ..-.- 8-10














































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I RD7'489 I 0 MDAC S-222 COt1POSlTE IT-C~1 101 I T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
12108842o
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION D£SCRIPTION
(CD7499I () MD~C S-222 COMPOSIT£(T-C~l (011T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8
- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • IS 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
I C07489 I Cl IoIOAC S-222 COMPOSITE n-CGI 101 I T3B3
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MD4C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01lT3BS





























































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (OllT3B3 WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
.1'
12lae•-4 -2 a 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- a-la
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C011T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB3 BOOSTER ON (Ol)T3B3 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
12108842o- 2- 4- 8- 8-10
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MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI (011T3B3
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A83 BOOSTER ON (01)T383 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
10••-4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10




















































aATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7489I n MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (01lT3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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I1D"C 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI C011T3B3
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\.
A3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
12108..2o
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(007488)- C) -O~T~ NOT ~V~IL~BL£ FOR ~LL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• .8 so S2
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488' Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (011 T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. DF (01)T383 AT BETA =0
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83 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B3 AT BETA = 0
12la••-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(0074881 C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET llYMBOL C()NF'IGURATtON DESCRIPTtON
(0074881 C) MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3B3




































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 10 12
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
lD••42o- 2- 4-.-.-lD
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE IT-C~) (01) T3B3



















VlRP 200. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MAC", .so PAGE 278
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.OS
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATI9N DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LDNGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B3 AT BETA = 0
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OlH3B3 AT BETA = 0
t2toII•-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA ~T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488 I 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (011 T3B3
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1210e•42o- 2- 4- e- e-10
B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
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1210e•2o- 2- 4-.- e-10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CDD7488) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) (01)T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
1210842o
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'lDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T3B3
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93 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
••
1210e•- 4 - It 0 It 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
1210e
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSlTE(T-CG) (01lT3B3



















ZMRP 200. 00D4 I H•.
SCALE 0.0060 '
MACH .90 PAGE 288
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OS)T~B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
12108•- 4 - 2 0 2_ 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- 8-10





























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD7488 I Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI 10l) T3B3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)1383 AT BETA = 0
-.7-.e-.S-.4-.3-.2-.1.•0.1.a.3.4.S.e.7
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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93 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
-.?-..-.S-.4-.1I-.2-.1.0.S.2.1I.4.S••.?










































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL eONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-C~) (Oil T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
-.8,' -.7
-.5-.ll-.2-.1.0.1.2.ll.5••


































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. elM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
10074881 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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-.7-.e-.S-.4-.2-.1.0.1.2.5.4.S.8.7












































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007.88) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3B3

















































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) (01)T3B3
MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) C011T3
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
83 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) n DATA NOT AVAILABLE F"OR ALL CONDITIONS
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1210••42a- 2- 4-.-.-10
83 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OlJT3B3 AT BETA =0












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) (.) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3











0.000 SREP 3155.3040 SQ.PT.
O.OOD LREP 609.5004 IN.
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93 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B3 AT BETA = 0
12to••-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) C01lT3B3
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1210II•2a- 2- 4-.- II-10















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-C') (01) T3B3
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83 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (011T3B3 AT BETA =0
12108•-4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3B3
HDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (011T3
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12108•-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET· SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) MDAC s-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (011TIBI
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. DF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
S2so8
-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) lOll 1383
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) Cl DATA If:lT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
o.s0.40.30.20.1























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T3B3
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1~.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 •• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
DATA SET S'"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) Cl "OAC S-222 COI<4POSITE (T-C~) (011 T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CDNTRIBUTIDN TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
•11
















































0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SV~6OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD?488) Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (OlIT3B3
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1.41.31.21.11.00.90.80.7D••D.'0.40.30.20.1

















































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) MOAC '-222 COMPO'ITE(T-C~l (011T3B3
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83 BDOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LDNGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA =0
.80.50.45.40.a5.ao.25.20.15.SO.05.00-.05-.SO


































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
D~T~ SET SY~BOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
CDO?'488 I 0 D~T~ OOT ~VAIL~BLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0













































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGoURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGo) 101H3B3



















ZMRP 200.0004 \ IN.
SCALE 0.0060'



























FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.to.05.00-.05
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OtIT3B3
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OlIT3
-.to
B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
, . ,
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
.60.55.50.45.40.35.30.25.20.15
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.10.05.00





































DATA' SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD748& ) 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI (01lT3B3
















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
.SO.05.00-.05
CONFIGURATION OE:SCRIPTION
MOAe S-222 COMPOSITE:CT-CG) <Ol)T3B3
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE:<T-CG) COl)T3
B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA = 0
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.7 •• .s .4 .1 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.s -.. -.7
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT BETA =0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
OATA SET$YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(007488)' C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3B3
















BREF 882. 0004 1101.
XMRP 557.0004 IN.
YMRP a •0000 lIoi.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH .so PAGE 318
-.7-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.3.4.5••.7










































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(007.88), Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011T3B3
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93 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B3 AT BETA = 0
-.'P-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2•3
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5••









































MDAC 8-222 COMP08ITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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83 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT BETA = 0
-."-..-.s-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.a.4.S••.T
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SE~ SY~6OL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD7488) 0 ~AC S-222 CONPOStTElT-C~) (01)T363


















YMRP 0.0000 I IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0060
MACH 4.47 PAGE 321
B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT ALPHA =0
1210882a
- 2- 4- 8- 8-10













































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7489I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7489) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OI)T3B3
























B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T383 AT ALPHA = 0
12108842a
- 2- 4- 8- 8-10






















































IlDAC S-222 COIlPOSITElT-CG) IOI)T3B3


























B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF COllT3B3 AT ALPHA = 0
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 -. -.
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
lRD7489) ,0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSlTEIT-C~) IOl)T~B~
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT ALPHA = 0
to••42a- 2- 4-.-.-'0
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (011T383
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
• • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7489) Cl MtlAC 5-222 COMPOStTElT-C~) (01)T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?489I C) MDAC 8-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI (011T3B3
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B3 BOOSTERS CONTRIBUTION TO LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B3 AT ALPHA = 0
12108•42o- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10






























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-C~) (01) T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(RD7489) . C) MD~C S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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MDAC '-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (011T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7489) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T3B3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74891 r.) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T363
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EFFECT OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 011384
1210e•42o- 2- ..- e- e-10


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75201 ~ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l 01T3B4

















































EFFECT OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01T384
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01T384
121088
- 4 - 2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
- 8- 8-10















































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4
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1210II•4ao- a- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75201, C) MOAC $-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01T3B4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 01T384
II!10•842o- 2- 4-.-.-10
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CCD75201 Cl NOAC S-222 COI'IPOSITECT-C~l 01T3B4
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ICD75201 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 01T3B4
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CCD7520), C) MDAC S-222 COMPQSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4
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DATA SET SY~eOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C07520) (.) ~DAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4'
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75201 () MDAC S-222 CCMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01T3B4
MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01T3B4F4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75201 (.) 'MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
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ICD752Dl n MDAC S-222 COMPOSIT£(T-CGl 01T3B4
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I1DAC S-222 COI1POSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4
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DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75201 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7520) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 01T3B4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C07'201 C) MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I 01T3B4
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(CD?495J C1 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGJ (01)T384
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D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7495I, C1 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI C01lT3B4
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ICD7522) C) MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI 0lT3B4
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(CD75221· r.1 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 01T364
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7522I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTE(T-CGI OlT3B4
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ICD7522I C) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 01T3B4
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IC07'22I· r.1 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l 01T3B4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICo752zr C) MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
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CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
"'DAC S-222 COIoIPOSITE(T-C~) 0lT3B4
"'DAC S-222 COIoIPOSITE(T-C~) 0lT3B4F4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA - 6
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D~T~ SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD75ZZ 1 Cl ~~C S-222 COMPOS I TE n-CGI 01 T3B4
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cEFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD752Z1 Cl MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI 01T384
















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5••
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
"'OAC S-22Z COIoIPOSITEIT-C~1 OlT3B4
"'OAC S-2Z2 COIoIPOSITEIT-CGI 01T5B4F4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6

























































EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B4 AT BETA =6
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7522) : r.1 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5.e
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
MD4C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
MD4C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4F4
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tFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6



















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75221 C) MDAC S-222 COMP05ITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7522I () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (Dl)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGoURATION OtSCRIPTION
(C07522) C) "O"C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGo) 01T3B4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7522) 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOStTEIT-CG) 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)13B4 AT BETA =6
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SREF 3155.3040 SQ. FT.
LREF 609.5004 IN.
BREF 882.0004 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?522) C) MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)1384 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDUZZ) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOStTEcT-CG) 01T3B4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-10
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01T3B4
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 01T3B4F4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7522I, C) MD4C S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD75221 C) ~DAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF [011T3B4 AT BETA =6






























LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (OlJT3B4 AT BETA =6
1.41.31.21.11.00.90.8D.?D.e0.50.40.30.20.1
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O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 o.e 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 t.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7522~ C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
1.41.51.21.00.90.80.70.80.50.40.50.20.1















































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA 'ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C07'22I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 01T5B4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?'22) C) MDAC 8-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 01T~B4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
-S.4
-.S5 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75221 C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT~CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
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04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
((07522) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7522I () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-C~l 01T3B4















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
••.5.a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
MD4C 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4F4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SEt, SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7522I, r.1 "DAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (OllT3B4 AT BETA =6
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7522~ () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)13B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T3B4 AT BETA =6
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'MRP 0.0000 _ IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 - IN.
SCALE 0.0060
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?522l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGl 01T3B4
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EFFECT OF BOOSTER FIN F4 ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF (01)T384 AT BETA =6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7522I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T3B4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IDD74A5) 0
1CD74A9 I \ ZI
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI COl VO T3B5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
CONFr~UR"TION DESCRIPTION
MD"C S-222 COMPOSITE <T-C~l 101 Vll T3B5
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE<T-C~l 101V1)T3B5L<B'RI
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD74A5' (.) MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01Vl)T3B5






















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON COIVIJT3B5 AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABS BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3BS AT BETA = 0
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABS BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT3BS AT BETA = 0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IOD74A51 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (OlVlIT3B5
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CDD74A5 I n MDAC S-222 CO/oIPOSITE CT-CGI COl Vl1 UB5
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1210882o- 2-4-.- 8-10



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D074A') r.1 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (OIVl)T3B'
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HOAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI 101 Vl I T3B'
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3B5 AT BETA = 0



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD74A51 0 MDAC 5-222 COfolPOStTE (T-C~l 101 VI I T3B5
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-.7-.8-.s-..-.3
-.2-.1.0.1.2.3••.s.e


















































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l (01Vl1T3B5
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-.7-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.4.5••.7













































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE: IT-CGI (01 VI I T3B5
















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5.8
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 CO!'lPOSITElT-CGI 101VllT3B5
MOAC 5-222 CO!'lPOSITE IT-CGI 101 Vl1 T3B5L IB5Rl
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (GIVIJT3B5 AT BETA = 0
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4
• 8 : •• .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.5 -.. -.7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD74A51 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 101Vl)T3BS
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MOAC S-222 CO/olPOS ITE (T-CG) (01 Vl) T3B5
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01VllT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVI1T3B5 AT BETA =0
121088
-4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- 8-10














































MD4C 5-222 COMPOStTEIT-CG) I01VllT3B5
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- 8 -. - 4
- 2 a 2 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(OD74A5) : Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (0IVl)T3B5
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04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(D07445) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (OIVlIT3B5
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD74A5) 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01VIIT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3B5 AT BETA = 0
.10
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0074A5) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01VllT3B5
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- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 'DESCRIPTION
(DD74A5) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) 101 VI lT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT3B5 AT BETA = 0
1.21.11.00.90.80.7D••0.50.40.30.20.1






















































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) (01 V1) T3B5
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"1DAC S-222 COI'lPOStTEIT-C~1 IOlV11T3B5
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1.31.21.11.00.80.70.80.50.40.30.20.1
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABS BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3BS AT BETA = 0






















































MDAc S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (OlVlIT3BS
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OIVl)T3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A85 BODSTER DN (OlVllT3B5 AT BETA = 0
.80.55.50.45.40.30.25.20.15.10.05.00-.05-.10

































MDAC S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGI (01VllT3B5
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .80
DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(DD74A5 ) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-C~) (01 VI) nB5
















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAc S-222 COMPOS tTE (T-CG) 101 VI) nBS
MDAc S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGI 101VllnB5LlB5Rl
-.10
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 AT BETA = 0
.-
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-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
O"'T'" SET SYMBOl.
(007 ') , 0
(C07 S) II
CONFJ~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIVl>T3B5
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-t.4.8 •• • 5 .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.5 -..
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CDD74A51 ,~ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01V1lT3B5
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-.7-.ll-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2.S
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.4.5.Il.7
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MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) I01V1)T3B5












































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••.7
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A85 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 AT BETA = 0














04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
c007445 I Cl MOAC S-222 COMPOS I TE CT-CGI (01 VI I T3B5
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.a •• .S .4 .a .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.a -.4 -.S -.. -.?
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DD?4A5) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) I01V1lT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABS BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT3BS AT BETA =6
1210842o-2
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI C01 V11 T3B~
MOAC S-222 COMPOSIT£CT-CGI C01IV1T3B~LCB~RI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






"'tOAC S-222 COfolPOSlTElT-CGI I01VllT3B5
"'tOAC S-222 COfolPOSITEIT-CGI I01lV1T3B5LlB5Rl
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOIVI)T3B5
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)V1T3B5LlB5R)
MDAC S-222 COMPOSt TE CT-CG) 101 VI) 13 lB5Ll B5R
2.20
BETA ELEVTIl AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF' 3155.3040 SQ.F'T.
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF' 609:5004 IN.



























































- a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
a 8 10 S2
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74A7) () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 I01VllT3B5
ICD74Bl) Z! MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01lV1T3B5LlB5Rl
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3B5 AT BETA =6
-."-.'-.S-.4-.5-.2-.1.0.1.2.5.S.,.7








































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74A7) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CG) I01VllT3B5
(CD?4BlI IS MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIV1T3B5LlBSRI
(CD?4B2) ¢ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIVllT3IB5L.IB5R
MACH 2.20 PAGE 674
1210882a
- 2- 4-.- 8-10














































MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01Vl1T3B5
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE n-CGI (01 I V1T3B5L<B5RI
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVI1T3BS AT BETA =6
.11
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MD4C S-222 COMPOS I TE <T-C~I (01 VII T3B5
M04C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IV1T3B5L(B5RI



























LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
a.s0.4a.lI0.20.1















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74A71 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIVllT3B5
(CD74Bl I rs MDAC 8-222 COMPOSITE CT-CGI COl I V1T3B5L CB5RI
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVl)T3B5 AT BETA =6
.80.55.50.45.40.35.30.25.20.15.10.05.00-.05-.10









































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) C01Vl)T3B5
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) IOI)VIT3B5LIB5R)






























-.?-.s-.S-.4.3 .a 4 .0 -.1 -.a -.3
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S.s.?









































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01V11T3B5
MDAC S-222 ,COMPOSITE (T-C~I (011 VI T3B5L (B5RI
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVl)T3B5 AT BETA = 0
12108e42a- 2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) C01V1)T3B5
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- 4 - 2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CE074A51 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01V11T3B5
































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVl1T3B5 AT BETA =0
so8•2 4
ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4 - 2 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
-.- 8-so
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • r-...-'- r-,···r-
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A A A "
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-CG) 101 VI) 13B5
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ALPHA. DEGREES





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) COl Vll T3B5
















BREF 882.0004 IN •




MACH 4.47 PAGE 683
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A85 806STER ON (OIVllT3BS AT BETA = 0
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- 4 - 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
2 4 • II 10 til
DATA SET SYMBOL
IED'r4A') 0
I R074A8 ) II
CONFt~URATtON DESCRtPTtON
HDAC S-222 COMPOStTE(T-C~) (01Vl)T3B'
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON COIVl)T3B5 AT BETA =0
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- 8 -. -4 -2 Q 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• 8 10 12
DATA SET Sy"tBOL
IED74AII Cl
I RD74A8 1 z:s
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
"tDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (0IVlIT3BI
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 AT BETA = 0
S2so•42a- 2- 4- IS- a-so
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"'OAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01Vl1T3B5
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSlTECT-CG) C01Vl)T3B'
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF A85 8~OSTER ON (OlVIJT3B5 AT BETA =0
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MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) 101 V1) T3B5
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-C~l 101 VI) T3B5
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT385 AT BETA =0
12108e2a
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Io1DAC 8-222 COIo1P08ITElT-CGl I01Y11T3B5
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVl1T3B5 AT BETA =0
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIVllT3B5
























































IlD4C S-222 COfolPOSITE IT-C~I (01 VI l T3B5
IlDAC S-222 COfolPOSITE (T-C~I (01 l VtT3B5L (B5Rl
IlDAC S-222 COfolPOSITE(T-C~l (0IVllT3IB5LlB5R
-10
L~TERAL-DIRECTIONALEFFECTS OF AB5 BODSTER ON COIVllT3B5 AT BETA =6
'J • • . . . . . . . . . .
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-12 -10 - a -. -.. - 2 o 2 ..
ALPHA. DEGREES
a a 10 12
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74A71 () MOAC S~222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (01VllT3B'
(R074Bl1 II MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-CGl (Oil VI nB'L1B'Rl
































































-4 -2 a 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6- a-10
CONFJ~URATION DESCRIPTION
IolDAC S-222 CONPOSITE IT-C~) (01 VI) T3B5
IolDAC S-222 CONPOS ITE IT-C~) (011 VI T3B5L (B5R)
IolDAC S-222 CONPOSITE (T-C~) (01 VlI T3 CB5Ll B5R
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OIVIlT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA:O
12108•-4 -2 a 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10












































DATA SET S'I'IBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(R074A61 C) I'IOAC S-222 CONPOSlTE(T-C~1 (01V11T3B5
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- a -. -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
• • 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFt~URATION DESCRIPTtON
(RD74A6' C) "DAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (0IVI)T3B5
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVIlT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O
1210842a
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H04C 8-222 COMPOSIT£IT-C~) 101VllT3B5
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIVI1T3B5
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OIVllT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA=O
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl C01VllT3B5
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74A61 C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (01Vl1T3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (0IVIIT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON COIVIJT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
1210842a'- 2- 4- 8- 8-10
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74A61 C) MOAC 5-222 COMP05ITEIT-CGI I01V1lT3B5
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SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C074A6 I:' 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-C~l (01 Ytl T3BS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?Ael C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OIVlIT3B5
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12108a2o
- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- a- a-10
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(CO"~A61 0(CO"~A9 I II
CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~1 (01V11T3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ONCOIVllT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
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MOIlC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI COIVllT3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF AB5 BOOSTER ON (OlVllT3B5 WITH BETA AT ALPHA = 0
-.10
-10
- e -. -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
• e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74A6) C) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01V1)T3B5
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF ABS BOOSTER ON (OlVIJT3BS WITH BETA AT ALPHA =0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74A6) () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 101Y1)T3B'
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